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 Dr. Crowe said the mono-unsaturated to saturated 
fat ratio is higher in WAGYU than in other beef. 

“But even the saturated fat contained in WAGYU 
is different. Forty percent is in a version called stearic 
acid, which is regarded as having a minimal impact  
in raising cholesterol levels. So really, the profile  
of marbled WAGYU beef is more beneficial to human 
health. It can be described as a healthier type of meat.”

WAGYU is also higher in a type of fatty acid called 
conjugated linoleic acid (CLA). Dr. Crowe said  
CLA has been shown to have potent anti-carcinogenic 
properties, as well as being an anti inflammatory 
agent.

 “It has a whole raft of potential health benefits - reducing 
heart disease, diabetes and asthma, reducing body fat 
gain, and increasing the immune response.”

The best sources of CLA are beef and dairy products. 
WAGYU cattle contain the highest amount of CLA 
per gram of any foodstuff - about 30% more than 
other beef breeds - due to higher linoleic acid levels.

 Dr Crowe said: “We are not saying, for a moment, that 
eating lots of CLA in WAGYU is going to cure cancer or 
diabetes or make you lose weight.”

 “However, it can already be said that CLA has strong 
potential for human health benefits in the future.”

“By promoting foods naturally high in CLA there are very 
few negative health effects, but the potential is there for 
substantial positive health benefits.”

“The profile of WAGYU marbled beef 
   is very beneficial to human health.”

Dr. Tim Crowe, dietitian and lecturer, Deakin University 
School of Exercise and Nutrition Sciences, speaking at the 
Australian Wagyu Association Conference November 2004



 Paddock to Palate taste tests involved a panel 
of renowned gourmets blind-tasting beef samples 
from many diff erent producers.

WAGYU won the Supreme Beef Award in Casino, 
in Adelaide and the GRAND CHAMPION BEEF 
Grand Final in Brisbane, by very large margins.

Clearly there is something very special going on 
with WAGYU.

Taste and tenderness are associated with the very 
special fat in WAGYU, together with the unique 
fi ne muscle fi bre that is WAGYU.

WAGYU beef is fi nding its way into the repertoires 
of Gourmet cooks and fi ne restaurants across 
Australia as its superb qualities are acknowledged 
by our Gourmet Writers. 

WAGYU genetics have the potential to upgrade 
the eating qualities of every beef breed. 

In general, the higher the level of WAGYU genetics 
in a carcase, the more the delightful qualities of 
WAGYU are discovered in the eating experience.

Wagyu won the paddock to palate 
taste tests...
      ...all of them!

Clearly, there is something very 
special going on with WAGYU.



The WAGYU Breed History 
in Japan

Wagyu were originally draft animals used in agriculture, and were selected 
for their physical endurance. Th is selection favoured animals with more 
intra-muscular fat cells - ‘marbling’ - which provided a readily available 
energy source. Japanese Wagyu derive from native Asian cattle. Th ere is 
some evidence of genetic separation into the Wagyu genetic strain as much 
as 35000 years ago. Th ere were infusions of British and European breeds 
in the late 1800’s, but the breed was closed to outside genetic infusions 
in 1910.

Th e variation of conformation within the Wagyu breed is greater than 
the variation across British and European breeds. Th ese diff erences have 
produced a Japanese national herd which comprises 90% black cattle, 
the remainder being red.

  Tajiri or Tajima -  these cattle are descendents of Tajiri, a sire born in Mikata
 District of the Hyogo Prefecture. Th is is a large, infl uential sire line to which
 almost all strains within the Hyogo Prefecture are related to some extent. 
 Th e Tajiri line has outstanding genetic excellence of meat and fi nely marbled
 beef but in combination with smaller frame and lower growth rates. Th is line 
 is famous for good temperament, transmitted by a large number of sires 
 as well as cows. Famous are the names of “Kobe Beef” or “Matsuzaka-beef” 
 from beef produced in Hyogo Prefecture using Tajiri bloodlines. 

  Fujiyoshi (Shimane) - this line of cattle are well balanced and produce calves 
 with good growth rate and meat quality. Th ey are also quiet in temperament 
 and exhibit a strong maternal ability in dams, which also have high fertility. 
 Th e bloodline started in the Tomada district of the Okayama Prefecture. 
 While the number of key sires is relatively small compared to other lines, 
 this line is listed as one of the major bull strains  because of the excellence 
 of its beef. Dai 7 Itozakura is a Fujiyoshi line bull, probably the most 
 famous of the line.



  Kedaka  (Tottori) - this line formed in the Tottori
  Prefecture from the descendants of the sire Kedaka  
 born in 1959. Typical characteristics of the line
 include good growth, larger frame type, good topline
 and overall balance. Th ey are known for their fi ne, 
 loose skin. Dai 20 Hirashige is an important sire 
 of the Kedaka line. His semen is still used although 
 the price per straw is over US$1000. He gained 
 84.7 points as an “Ikushu-Taroku” bull which was 
 the highest honour in Japan of the time. 
 Th e number of registered sons of this bull 
 is very high. 

  Kochi and Kumamoto - these are red strains, 
 and have been strongly infl uenced by Korean 
 and European breeds, especially Simmental.

Th e production of WAGYU beef in Japan is highly regulated and progeny 
testing is mandatory. Only the very best proven genetics are kept for breeding. 
Realising the value of their unique product, the Japanese Government banned 
the export of WAGYU and declared them a national treasure.

However, 1976 four bulls were exported to USA, and cattle were upgraded 
into an essentially crossbred Wagyu herd from the American cow herd.

Since 1993, with diplomatic pressure from the US Government, import 
of Seedstock and genetics have been allowed into the USA, and thence
to Australia.

Realising the value of their unique product, 
the Japanese Government banned the export of 
WAGYU and declared them a national treasure.



Australia received its fi rst WAGYU genetics in 1990, a WAGYU female.

Frozen semen and embryos followed in 1991. Australia was greatly infl uenced 
by a shipment of fi ve fullblood animals from Japan to the USA in 1993. 

Th ree other major importations of WAGYU genetics into Australia took place, 
all of these importations being costly long-term projects since there were 
no protocols for direct imports from Japan to Australia.

Australia is now in the unique position of having the best accumulation 
of WAGYU genetic material outside of Japan in a country free of those 
diseases which restrict exports from other countries.

Australia has become the Clean Green WAGYU supplier for the world.

Th e AUSTRALIAN WAGYU ASSOCIATION protects the integrity of this 
unique genetic base by insisting that all WAGYU seedstock submitted for 
registration must undergo DNA parent verifi cation.

Th e AUSTRALIAN WAGYU ASSOCIATION  is also developing 
WAGYU GROUP BREEDPLAN, an objective system of genetic evaluation.

WAGYU History In Australia



Markets for Australian WAGYU

Th ere are two major components of the WAGYU 
feeder cattle market:

  Live Export to Japan
 Sale to Australian Feedlots

Th e live cattle trade with Japan has moved from less 
than 10%  WAGYU and WAGYU infused animals 
on the boats to Japan to nearly 100% WAGYU 
and WAGYU infused animals today.

Th e Australian feedlot industry has consolidated its 
position in the global WAGYU beef market where it 
now feeds more WAGYU cattle in Australia than 
are exported live to Japan. WAGYU beef fed and 
slaughtered in Australia is exported to Japan, Korea, 
USA, EU and other countries. Australia produces 
the most WAGYU beef in the world outside of Japan.

Th e expertise surrounding the production of WAGYU 
beef in Australia is now an accomplished and superb 
set of production techniques yielding Global Premium 
products as evidenced by the furnishing of Australian 
WAGYU beef at the Oscar’s Dinner in Hollywood.

Th e established WAGYU market in Australia now 
commands signifi cant price premiums over and above 
any other beef breed.

Australia has become 
the Clean Green WAGYU supplier for the world.



Th e AusMeat grading system drew some of  its quality standards from 
the Japanese system. Th ere are similarities between the two grading standards.

On The Technical Side...

Quality Assessed Ausmeat Grading Japanese Grading

Assessment rib 5/6th, 6/7th 6/7th  

 10/11th, 12/13th 

Marlble Score range 0-9 1-12

Meat Colour seven grades seven grades

Fat Colour seven grades seven grades

Yield Grade --- A,B,C

Eye Muscle area cms squared cms squared

Marbling

Fat Colour Meat Colour



The number 
of high quality 
WAGYU carcases 
graded in Australia 
has increased 
signifi cantly 
in recent times.

Meat Colour, texture and fi rmness and fat lustre/quality 
may also be assessed.

AusMeat marble scores of 10,11 and 12 are being 
considered  as the number of high quality WAGYU 
carcases graded  in Australia has increased signifi cantly
in recent times.



GENETIC MARKERS

Several genetic markers relating to fat quality have 
been developed in Japan, and several genetic markers 
relating to marbling and tenderness have been 
developed in Australia.

WAGYU GROUP BREEDPLAN

Th is will be one of the most signifi cant tools in genetic 
evaluation of WAGYU sires and dams.

As AGBU and ABRI produce and subsequently refi ne 
the outcomes of WAGYU GROUP BREEDPLAN in 
the light of  an ever-increasing fl ow of data, the usage 
and accuracy of WAGYU GROUP BREEDPLAN 
will grow to benefi t Seedstock producers, Commerical 
producers and Feedlotters.

BREEDPLAN will be one of the most 
signifi cant tools in genetic evaluation 
of WAGYU sires and dams.



Wagyu Strengths

PRODUCTION

  WAGYU  are renowned for their outstanding
 calving ease, especially across other breeds.

  WAGYU  are very fertile: Bulls have a high
 serving capacity at a young age and females 
 reach sexual maturity at a young age.

  WAGYU are versatile in environmental 
 adaptation in Australia, from Tasmania 
 to North Queensland.

  WAGYU generally have a quiet temperament 
 and are very responsive to quiet handling. 
 Th ey are delightful cattle to work with.

  WAGYU thrive in feedlots.

CARCASE

  WAGYU have high marbling, softer fats, 
 higher ratio of unsaturated fats, 
 and above all, fl avour.

  WAGYU meat texture is fi ne.

  WAGYU carcases have a high yield.

Wagyu has 
a very important 
role to play 
in increasing 
the overall quality
of Australian beef.
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For further information, please contact:
Australian Wagyu Association
C/- ABRI, University of New England
Armidale  NSW  2351

Visit the Wagyu Association website: http://wagyu.une.edu.au

   Telephone: (02) 6773 3138
   Fax: (02) 6772 5376
   Email: wagyu@abri.une.edu.au


